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DISCLAIMER
This document, and in particular the ESG Consensus methodology contained herein, have been
developed and elaborated by Conser Invest SA ("Conser") and may only be used for information. It
may not be copied, used otherwise or replicated. The term ESG Consensus is protected by a copyright.
The purpose of this document and the Consensus Analysis contained herein is to represent a broad
market consensus view on the sustainability and ethics of companies and investments analysed by
Conser. The market consensus view is evaluated and the Consensus Analysis elaborated on the basis
of a multitude of external sources and views, such as reports of non-governmental organisations,
exclusion criteria of institutional funds, sustainability reports or information drawn from the media.
Although the data processed for the elaboration of the Consensus Analysis has been gathered from
sources which Conser considered reliable based on its best professional judgment, no representation
or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy or completeness thereof. Conser does not
claim that it has taken into account all sources and views available worldwide to elaborate its
Consensus Analysis. Conser shall not be liable for any loss, whether direct or indirect, incurred as a
result from the use, or action taken on the basis, of any of the evaluations or information provided
through this document or the Consensus Analysis contained herein. The views directly or indirectly
expressed through the Consensus Analysis do not represent the views of Conser on companies or
investments but are the fruit of the application of Conser's Consensus Analysis methodology. This
document and the Consensus Analysis contained herein do not constitute advice to offer or sell a
financial instrument or proceed to an investment in a company.
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1. Conser : Independent verifier

ESG Consensus is not

an additional rating,
but a meta-analytical
tool.

2. ESG Consensus®

Founded in Geneva in 2007, Conser is a Swiss- Measuring Environmental, Social and Governance criteria
based, independent consulting company, 100 % dedicated to In response to the variety of ESG ratings, rankings, indexes
sustainable investing. The company was a pioneer in and funds, Conser has developed the ESG Consensus®. This
independent third-party ESG verification.
innovative tool is based on multiple independent and
recognized ESG sources and active funds.
Conser has developed a unique and innovative ESG digital Our ambition is not to create a new rating but to observe
tool to measure and improve the impact and sustainability of whether or not the leading ESG experts – despite their
portfolios. This systematic and automated methodology is different methodology - converge towards the same
based on quantitative and qualitative ESG data, as well as conclusion. Through this meta-analysis we obtain a level of
in-depth knowledge of traditional and sustainable investments.
reliability on the sustainable quality of a company.
By establishing transparency as a core value, Conser’s aims to
create trust between asset owners and asset managers.

It allows for easy
comparison across
Asset Managers.
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3. Multi source approach
The combination of quantitative and qualitative ESG
sources allows building an ESG assessment
representative of all major sustainable market’s
participants. The ESG Consensus® follows a reverse
engineering proprietary methodology. The technique is to
implicitly reconstitute investable “best in class” universe
from key ESG experts
Conser’s ESG Consensus is based on collective
intelligence and the application of the Theorem of the
Jury (Marquis de Condorcet).
By using normalized multi-sources for ESG ratings
Conser Certification allows asset managers, asset
owners, public and private entities to efficiently evaluate
and compare portfolios or funds based on the ESG
quality of aggregated assets.
Based on the data collected and reconstructed over all
the different sources and the analysis of dispersion of
the data, Conser is able to define both the ESG quality
and the Consensus strength for each company.
Conser’s ESG Consensus approach is currently the only
analytical tool giving access to a measure of
dispersion of market opinions.
In addition to its ESG consensus approach, the
assessment includes measurement of portfolio
impact, through sensitive sector exposure, respect of
international norms and climate impact.

Consensus ESG Quality

Consensus Strength

Average of all ESG sources
identified and normalised. Its
result is either “Above”, when the
issuer has a majority of ESG
sources giving a positive opinion
on its sustainability level, or
“Below”, when there is a majority
of negative ESG opinions.

Indicator of the level of
concentration of market opinions
regarding the ESG quality of an
underlying asset.
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A strong Consensus is
representative of a strong
convergence of opinion,. A weak
Consensus shows a dispersion of
market options.
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4. Conser’s Portfolio analysis process: 4 steps
A. IDENTIFICATION OF ASSETS
•

All portfolio’s underlying assets are screened and companies behind the assets are
identified (from an asset identifier to a company level).

B. ESG CONSENSUS QUALITY / STRENGTH
•
•

All companies in the portfolio are matched with their multi-scan ESG consensus if
available.
The portfolio global ESG consensus is then constructed by the weighted aggregation of all
individuals ESG consensus of issuers in the portfolio and by measuring the average and
the strength of theses consensus.

C. IMPACT
•
•

All issuers in the portfolio are screened to identify sector exposure, breach of international
norms and climate impact.
If aggregated assets are reaching a maximum threshold in some of the three categories
monitored the portfolio ESG consensus is limited to a maximum of B.

D. DEFINING FINAL SUSTAINABILITY GRADE OF PORTFOLIO
•
•
•

Aggregation of ESG quality and Strength of weighted underlying asset at portfolio level
Portfolio grading between A+ and D
Comparison with benchmark
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Bottom-up
approach to
determine the
fund’s ESG rating
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5. Major Controversies et Impacts
Sensitive Sectors
Red flags are activated when the aggregate positions’ weight exposed to a
sensitive sector is greater than or equal to 1%
International Norms
Red flags are activated when the sum of the aggregated weights of positions
exposed to international standards is greater than or equal to 1% (excluding
cluster bombs). For example, if the exposures to Human rights and Corruption
are respectively 0.5% and 0.7%, both categories will have a red flag. If the
exposure to Human right and Corruption were on the other hand 0.3% and
0.5%, no red flags will be activated.
Cluster bombs and nuclear weapons (according to TPN treaty) are treated
separately. The red flag is activated as soon as the exposure is higher than
0% (on the other hand cluster bombs do not count in the total exposures
linked to international standards for the limit of 1%).

6. Final Sustainability Grade
The rating from D to A+ (D, C- ; C ; C+ ; B- ; B ; B+ ; A- ; A ; A+) is calculated as per the
two following indicators :
→ the ESG average consensus (Consensus Average)
→ the ESG consensus strength (Consensus Strength)
Sustainability Grade calculation are recalibrated to 100% (cash excluded).
• Calculation of the ESG consensus average of the portfolio
Calculation of the aggregate weight of the portfolio’s underlying positions with
an average ESG consensus rating ABOVE.
• Calculation of the ESG consensus strength of the portfolio
Calculation of the aggregate weight of the portfolio’s underlying positions with
an average rating of ABOVE and a strength of « STRONG » - aggregate weight
of the portfolio’s underlying positions with an average rating BELOW and a
strength of « STRONG ».

Impacts
The exposures to the clean tech sectors are the sum of the weights of the
positions being considered by the methodology as clean tech. The same
applies to Green Bonds, Water, Fossil Fuel and Coal exposures.

• Calculation of the final sustainability grade of the portfolio
The Final Sustainability Grade of the portfolio is then given by crossing the
ratings of the ESG average consensus and the ESG average strength.
As an example, if the average ESG rating of the portfolio is B+ and the rating
of the average ESG Strength is C, the final rating of the portfolio will be B.
• Final Rating Adjustment
In specific negative impact cases and controversial sectors, the Final
Sustainability Grade can be limited to a maximum of B+
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v Founded in 2007, Conser is one of the first advisory firm 100% dedicated to sustainable
investment
v Conser acts as third-party verifier to establish transparency as a core value
v Conser aims to create trust between asset owner and asset managers.
v Our unique offer
•

Credibility and technical expertise of the team

•

Neutrality and independence

•

Unique multi-source approach

www.conser.ch
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